
Reducing risk and enhancing 
safety in education
Visitor management solutions for
schools, colleges and universities



Safer learning 
environments for all

Safety     included as standard

Safety always comes first. We provide flexible tools to help our community 

maintain safety for visitors, students and employees, included as standard.

Visitor management

Staff and student sign in

SCR management

Appointment scheduling



Safe and secure visitor
management
Replace outdated paper processes and keep your visitors, 

employees and students safe with a seamless sign in process 

that can be customised to your needs. 

Streamlines the process of visitor management with a comprehensive 

range of features designed to ensure we have the information we need 

for security, health and safety and monitoring.“

“

Alan J, Prinicpal

Pre-register guests

Take photos & print custom badges

Be notified when visitors arrive

Share important safety information

Ask health & safety questions

Manage your entry requirements



Configure Sign In App
to suit your school

The sign in process can be 

customised for each group type 

to provide a streamlined 

experience.

Ensure visitors and staff read 

and accept important 

agreements and store securely 

in the online portal.

Add custom data fields and 

tailor them to each type of 

visitor to gather the data 

you need. 

Share important information 

such as health & safety, 

safeguarding and privacy 

policies.



Employee and 
contractor sign in

Transform the employee sign in experience, measure staff 

attendance and hours and collect the information you need. 

Ensure safety, control access and keep a record of agreed 

terms and policies.

Sign in quickly from an iPad, 

smartphone, QR code or RFID

Allow employees to sign in on-

site and remotely  

Sync with Azure AD, Google 

Workspace and MIS systems

Produce timesheet reports and 

ensure employee safety 



Always be prepared for 
emergencies

Timed roll calls shared across devices

Add comments in real time

Manage multiple evacuation points

Review past evacuations 

Filter by personal field

Ensuring your evacuation report is an accurate reflection of 

everyone on site is critically important. By signing everyone in 

via Sign In App, you will always have an accurate, real-time 

evacuation list on-hand when and where you need it, on any 

mobile device.

Safety    



Scales for multi-academy trusts

Powerful multi-site management in one easy-to-

use porta. Manage who can see each site and 

customise the sign in experience, tailoring it to 

each visitor group or location. 

Proud to be trusted by

No software to install

See who’s signed in and run reports

Set up and manage sites centrally

Manage portal user access



Add-on

Streamline school safety with simple, secure and compliant 

solutions for controlling access and maintaining your Single 

Central Record. Automatically prevent visitors from 

completing their sign in if they do not have the required 

documentation and send notifications for further action. 

Replace outdated Excel 
SCR spreadsheets

Add Sign In Central Record to your Sign In App subscription from just £349 annually.

Have full control over who can enter

Easily onboard new employees

Manage data across multiple sites

Save time with an automated solution



Stay informed and compliant

With automatic updates you can rest assured that your 

process is fully in line with industry requirements and 

ensure you comply with the latest guidelines.

Capture enhanced DBS checks and upload, list and assign 

other important documents to individual staff members 

such as copies of appropriate Right to Work documents. 

Sign In App can reject sign ins if an individual doesn’t have 

the required documents in Sign In Central Record and 

notifications can be sent for further action. 

Quickly identify individuals without the relevant checks with 

intuitive dashboards and profile warnings. Easily export 

custom reports for Inspectors. 

Enhanced DBS checks

Prevent further entry

Create custom reports



An end-to-end 
multilingual experience

Custom fields Group names Welcome message Policies & messages

Ensure your visitors, employees and students have a seamless sign in 

experience with translations across the portal, iPad app and Companion app. 

You can add translations for all aspects of the sign in process, making it even 

easier for visitors to use the solution, no matter their preferred language.



Intelligent connections with
existing MIS systems

Intelligent connections with your existing MIS 

systems makes it easier than ever to accurately 

record sign in activity on your site.

Sync pupil lists

Handle late arrivals and early leavers

Link teaching and support staff lists

Low annual cost*

SSO for portal users

*MIS integration is an add-on to your Sign In App subscription. ISAMS integration is £220 per site annually. All other MIS 

system integrations are priced at £120 per site for primary schools or £180 per site for secondary schools annually.

and more…



Free Companion app 
for smartphones

Available on iOS, Android and as a web-based application. 

Enable your employees to sign in from anywhere straight from 

their smartphone. Sign in, join shared evacuations reports, 

pre-register guests and book desks & meeting rooms. 

Sign in on site or remotely

Auto sign in when you arrive on site

Create and join shared evacuation reports

View sign in history and hours

Book desks and meeting rooms with Spaces

BETA

ADD-ON



Sign in with your door 
access cards and fobs

With Sign In App Tap, employees can easily and 

securely sign in and out in just one tap; 

simplifying the process and saving time for you 

and your team. 

Compatible with almost all RFID tags

Connects via Bluetooth BLE

Attached to our enclosures

Simple upgrade for £250* 

*£250 one-off fee when puchased with a compatible stand, or existing stand can

be upgraded with the new back plate for just £30.



From parents’ evenings to mentoring sessions and urgent 

wellbeing/counseling appointments, transform the 

appointment scheduling process with online booking and 

automated visitor pre-registrations. 

Add Sign In Scheduling to your Sign In App subscription from just £360 annually. 

Add-on

Reduce no-shows by up to 90%

100% secure and compliant

Automated messages and reminders

Manage multiple sites from one central portal

Simplify parents’ evenings
bookings and wellbeing 
appointments



Automatic pre-registrations

Once an appointment is booked, your visitor will be 

pre-registered in Sign In App for seamless sign in.

Fully accessible appointment booking that’s WCAG 

certified and available across channels.

Sign In Scheduling can be customised to suit your needs 

and you can add your branding to booking pages. 

Provide multi-department usage with booking pages for 

each faculty and one-to-ones that are easy to set up.

Accessible to all

Fully customisable

Data insights that drive change



The smart way to book desks, 
meeting rooms and more

Spaces is the smart and flexible way to book desks, 

meeting rooms, parking spaces and more. Create zones, 

add your spaces, then add tags & descriptions, block 

out spaces and add buffer times between bookings. 

*Spaces is an add-on to your Sign In App subscription and starts from £115 annually

Make any space bookable

Reserve spaces from your phone

Recreate layout or upload a floor plan

Starting from £115 annually*

Add-on



A secure, global infrastructure 
built around data privacy

Sign In App is committed to ensuring the security of 

your data. We are GDPR compliant and ISO27001 

certified for Information Security Management.

UK

EU

US W

AUS

US E

CAN

Data retention options built in 

for total control of your data.

Auto-scaling infrastructure 

hosted in Tier 4 data centres.

Choose to store your data in 

one of six global regions.

Built for high availability - 

99.99% uptime in 2021. 



Visitor pre-registrations

Custom data fields

Messages, NDAs & Policies

Questionnaires

Visitor photos

Languages

Events

Included in your site 
subscription as standard

Contactless sign in

Evacuation lists

Video welcome screens

Deliveries

Online portal

Custom badges

Notifications

Staff & contractor sign in

Companion app

Remote & mobile sign in

Sign In Points

Manage multiple sites

Data privacy options

Integrations*

*Certain integrations are charged as an add-on to your subscription.



Simple, clear pricing

Just the subscription

No hardware provided

Site subscription
Single 12 month site subscription. 

No hardware included.

£345

Annual renewal £345 per year

Includes hardware

You own the hardware

Renew site subscription annually

Full package - Buy
Buy your iPad, stand and printer 

along with a 12 month subscription.

£1064

Annual renewal £345 per year

Includes hardware hire

Lower upfront cost

Refresh every 3 years

Full package - Hire
Subscription + hardware as part of 

a single annual subscription.

£648

Annual renewal £648 per year

All prices exclude VAT where applicable. SMS notifications cost 6p per message.

15 day free trial

Enhanced subscription

Access dedicated support contacts 

and direct phone numbers

+ £319 per site, annually

Add-ons

Spaces

Sign In Scheduling

Sign In Central Record

RFID reader for Sign In App Tap

from £115 annually

from £360 annually

from £349 annually

£250 one-off

Primary schools (excl. iSAMS) £120 per year

MIS integration

Secondary schools (excl. iSAMS) +£180 per year

iSAMS integration +£220 per year



However you sign in, there’s only one Sign In App.

Start your free 15 day trial at signinapp.com

If you have questions about Sign In App, would like to arrange a demo, or just 

need some technical support, our customer experience team is here to help.

Call us 0333 016 3551 or send us an email to info@signinapp.com

Get in touch


